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Abstract 

This paper provides a novel scheme to enhance luminous 
efficiency within Plasma Display Panels (PDPs). The He-
Xe or Ne-Xe mixtures are mainly used in conventional PDP 
cells, where their discharge characteristics exemplify 
different behavior. Significantly, the excitation efficiency in 
He-Xe is lower than that of the Ne-Xe mixture. This paper 
demonstrates that by adding a small quantity of Ar or Kr 
gas in Ne-Xe mixture increases cell efficiency, while for the 
He-Xe mixtures their cell efficiency is reduced. 
 
 

1. Introduction      
 

As flat panel television’s continues its explosive gro
wth, factors must be exploited to ensure plasma 
display panels (PDPs) remain technology leaders. Ess
entially, PDPs consist of a large number of pixels. Pho
sphors are deposited on the inside walls of the pixels a
nd when excited by ultraviolet (UV), a visible light is 
created. A typical structure of a pixel, a micro-cell, co
nsists of two parallel glass plates (dielectric layer), wh
ich are separated by the barrier ribs. The space betwee
n the cells is filled with a mixture of rare gases such as
 Ne-Xe or He-Xe [1]. In a matrix type, applying a cert
ain voltage between display electrode (on the front pla
te) and address electrode (on the rear plate) leads to io
nization or excitation of the gases [2]. The thin film M
gO layer is used to protect the dielectric from the ion 
bombardments and also creates the secondary electron
s, helping to maintain a low breakdown voltage [3]. 

Although Xe is an efficient UV emitter, breakdown 
voltage in pure Xe is large. Therefore, Ne or He is use
d as a buffer to lower the breakdown voltage [4]. Ther
e are different approaches to improve the luminance o
r luminous efficiency including cell geometry, gas co
mposition, phosphor efficiency and MgO layer. One o
f the major challenges is enhancing efficiency regardi
ng to the PDPs gas mixture composition and the gas p
ressure in the microdischarge cell. In order to achieve 

a maximum electric discharge, we have studied the m
obilities of Ne and He ions into the Ne-Xe and He-Xe 
gas mixtures. Discharge characteristics are quite sensit
ive to the value of ion mobilities in the gas mixture [5].
  The results in this paper show that Ne ion mobility is
 lower than He ion mobility. Considering the effect of 
mobility on the ionization, adding a small quantity of 
Ar or Kr in the Ne-Xe mixture, increases cell efficienc
y.  

The rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we s
tudy He, Ne and Xe ion mobilities. In section 3 we co
mpare the breakdown voltage in Ne-Xe and He-Xe mi
xtures. In section 4 we study the effect of adding Ar or
 Kr gas on the breakdown voltage in Ne-Xe mixtures. 
We optimize the excitation efficiency of Ne-Xe, He-X
e, Ne-Xe-Ar and Ne-Xe-Kr mixtures in section 5. Fina
lly, concluding remarks are presented. 

Simulations have been performed assuming that the 
electric field between the electrodes is uniform. Cross 
sections for Ne, He and Xe are taken from the SIGLO 
series [6]. We have also assumed that the UV photon 
produced by Xe excitation has a wavelength equal to 
147 nm so that eVUV 3.8≅ε . Simulation tests were carri
ed for T= 300 °  K. The thin film layer used is MgO an
d the cell height is mµ100 . 

 
 

2. Ion Mobilities in the Mixture Gas 
 

Improving the luminance and luminous efficiency is
 a key factor for better PDP panel performance. Vario
us gas mixtures have been studied to improve the cell 
efficiency. In our simulation we have concluded that d
ifferent ion mobilities in the two species mixture gas s
uch as He-Xe and Ne-Xe create different discharge ch
aracteristics. Therefore using the correct value of ion 
mobility affects breakdown voltage, as well as efficien
cy. The value of ion mobility is calculated by [5]: 
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where 0µ  is the low field ion mobility in unit of  
sec./2 Vcm , coefficient A is obtained by [7]. E is the ele

ctric field and P is the gas pressure. 
The reference discharge gas mixtures are the      Ne-

Xe(10%) and He-Xe(10%) at 500 Torr. Applying a ce
rtain voltage between electrodes leads to ionization or 
excitation of gases.  Fig. 1 shows that the Ne ion mobi
lity is much lower than that of the He ion. The results 
reflect experimental values given in[7].  
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Fig. 1. Ion mobilities of +Ne , +He  and +Xe  within

 Ne-Xe(10%) and He-Xe(10%) 
 
 

3.  Breakdown Voltage in Ne-Xe and He-Xe 
Mixtures 

 
One of the major goals of this paper is the investigat

ion of the breakdown voltage on the performance of th
e PDP cells. Fig. 2 shows the comparison between bre
akdown voltage for He-Xe and Ne-Xe mixtures for th
e total pressure 400 and 500 Torr. As we mentioned in
 section 2 the He ion mobility is higher in comparison 
with the Ne ion, therefore in the He gas composition t
he probability of atom-electron collisions increases. T
his leads to a decrease in electron velocity. The ionizat
ion frequency is calculated using similar conditions as
 described in [8]: 

 
( ) . .a

i
He

in He V S Heυ =  (2) 
 

where i
Heυ  and )(Hena

represent ionization frequency of
 He and the density of He atom, respectively, V and 

i
HeS  represents electron velocity and He ionization cro

ss section respectively. In addition Heγ (secondary elec
tron emission coefficient on MgO) for He ion is 0.3 an

d Neγ for Ne ion is 0.5 [8]. Therefore, the secondary el
ectrons for He-Xe mixture are lower than that in Ne-X
e. In order to keep the plasma condition in He-Xe, the 
firing voltage is higher in comparison with Ne-Xe.     
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Fig. 2. Breakdown voltages as a function of Xe gas 

pressure for different total gas pressure  
 
 
The breakdown voltage is increased by increasing t

he total pressure of the gases. This result is as expecte
d because collision frequency is increased at the highe
st total pressure therefore the electron’s velocity is red
uced. This weakens the plasma; hence in order to enha
nce the plasma, the breakdown voltage should increas
e. Fig. 2 shows that the breakdown voltage for He-Xe 
mixture is larger than that for the Ne-Xe mixture unde
r similar conditions. 

 
 

4.  Effects of Kr and Ar Gases on the 
Breakdown Voltage 

 
Ar or Kr gas is usually used for the excitation of the

 neutral Xe atom. Assume that Xeγ , Neγ  and Arγ  are t
he secondary electron emission coefficients, Xeα , and 

Neα  and Arα  are the ionization coefficients for Xe, N
e and Ar, respectively. In the Ne-Xe-Ar case, the brea
kdown field is determined by [8]: 
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where =Arγ 0.05 and Arα  is calculated from   

)( ArVd
i
ArAr υα = . i

Arυ  and )(ArVd  is the  ionization f
requency of Ar and the electron drift velocity for Ar, r

(3)
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espectively. The breakdown curves in Fig. 3 have bee
n obtained using (3), where Krα  and Krγ  are correspo
nding parameters for Kr gas. 
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Fig. 3. Breakdown voltage as a function of Ar or Kr 

concentration in the Ne- Xe mixture  
 
 

As shown in Fig.3, by adding a small quantity of Ar 
or Kr gas to the Ne-Xe mixture, does not affect the 
breakdown voltage profoundly. This is because, as can 
be seen inter-species collisions are an important 
energy complication for measurements of Kr and Ar 
in Ne-Xe case [8], [9]: 
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where Ne m  represent metastable Ne atom, Ar  and 
+Ar   represent a ground - state and its positive ion 

Ar atom, respectively[10]. 
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where Kr, Kr
m

and +Kr  represent a ground - state , 
metastable Kr and ion Kr atom, respectively. We have 
investigated that adding a small amount of Ar or Kr 
gas into Ne-Xe causes the generatation of penning 
electrons and increases *Xe density (4 and 5) without 
increasing firing voltage profoundly.  The results 
reflect experimental findings as in [11]. 
 

 
5.  Xe Excitation Efficiency 

 
The energy Ne metastable is defined 

as eVNe m 6.16][ ≈ε . Meanwhile the energy of the ionized 

Ar is equal to eVAr i 8.15][ ≈ε , therefore, the energy 

difference of ][ mNe ε is equal to 0.8eV. The energy of 
Kr ionization is eVKr i 14][ ≈ε [10], and the energy 
difference with ][ mNe ε is 2.6eV. From this, it is 
evident that adding Ar or Kr into Ne-Xe affects 
breakdown voltage negligibly.    

 Fig.4 shows the excitation efficiency for He-Xe, 
Ne-Xe, He-Xe-Ar, He-Xe-Kr, Ne-Xe-Ar and Ne-Xe-
Kr mixtures as a function of Xe gas pressure. 
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Fig. 4. Comparisons between the excitation efficien

cy of different gas compositions as a functio
n of Xe gas pressure (P=500 Torr) 

 
  
As mentioned above, adding Ar or Kr gas into    Ne-

Xe mixture creates more Xe excitation density 
compared to conventional gas mixture such as Ne-Xe 
or He-Xe.  As shown in Fig. 3, the breakdown field is 
higher for a He-Xe mixture, compared to a Ne-Xe 
mixture. Decreasing voltage leads to a higher 
efficiency, and thus higher excitation efficiency is 
obtained for the Ne-Xe-Ar and Ne-Xe-Kr mixtures  

 We observe that the dissipated energy in He-Xe-Kr 
is slightly more than the Ne-Xe-Ar mixture; hence 
Ne-Xe-Ar is more efficient. 

 
 

6. Summary 
 
In this paper we have mainly considered the effect 

of different gas compositions on breakdown voltage 
and excitation efficiency in a matrix type PDP cell. 
We have performed simulation of a Matrix PDP 
micro-cell with the Ne-Xe and He-Xe mixtures. We 
calculated Ne, He and Xe ion mobilities under the 
same condition, and have illustrated how the ion 
mobility affects the breakdown voltage and   
excitation efficiency. 
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The paper presents a study regarding the effects of 
Ar and Kr gases into Ne-Xe and He-Xe mixtures on 
the breakdown voltage and the excitation efficiency. 
The energy difference between a metastable Ne and an 
ionized Ar atom is approximately 0.8 eV, whereas the 
energy difference between a Ne metastable and an 
ionized Kr atom is approximately 2.6 eV. However, 
the energy difference between a Ne metastable and 
either an ionized Ar or ionized Kr is actually lower 
compared with Ne-Xe or He-Xe mixture, this process 
is highly efficient. 

The measured breakdown voltage of Ne-Xe-Ar is 
considerably more than that of Ne-Xe-Kr at the 
pressure 500 Torr. Nonetheless adding a small amount 
of Ar or Kr into Ne-Xe increases Xe*density, which in 
turn emits UV photons; improving luminous 
efficiency. 
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